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IP69K ANTIBACTERIAL MOTORS 
New motor line: aluminium alloy motors with special           

silver treatment, capable of guaranteeing the safety and the 

cleaning that you have always looked for. 
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It has been known since ancient times that silver has antibacterial properties, for example to heal wounds or to purify water. This new silver treatmentsilver treatmentsilver treatmentsilver treatment created for aluminium alloy motors, gives the motors these  antibacterial propertiesantibacterial propertiesantibacterial propertiesantibacterial properties and as such offers a valid alternative to stainless steel motorsvalid alternative to stainless steel motorsvalid alternative to stainless steel motorsvalid alternative to stainless steel motors or indeed other    expensive treatments. These motors are perfect for industries, such as food and pharmaceuticals, where a clean and  aseptic enviroment is needed.  The new line of aluminium alloy motors with special silver treatment, also gives the motors interesting      mechanical and electrical characteristics: 
• Resistance to corrosive agents, bringing the motors to the same level as stainless steel motors. 
• Better electrical and thermal conductivity, allowing the motor to dissipate 35% more heat than    non-treated aluminium; and 10 times more than stainless steel.      Given the above qualities we can say that the new line of aluminium alloy motor with silver deposit can substitute for stainless steel motors, especially in the food and pharmaceuticals industries.  The main advantages of these new motors, compared to stainless steel motors, are: 
⇒ Germicide properties against the principal bacteria dangerous to the human organism. 
⇒ Lower weight, because aluminium weights 1/3 of stainless steel; 
⇒ Non-magnetic and therefore capable of resisting high voltages without producing large magnetic fields if given high volages.  
⇒ High thermal conductivity (204 W/m °C) compared to stainless steel (15 W/m °C), almost 15 times more. 

IP69K ANTIBACTERIAL MOTORS 

SILVER        

TREATMENT 

⇒ Higher motor efficiency, the greater heat        dissipation of aluminium keeps the motor cooler and, consequently, the lower instrinsic            resistance, keeps the motor’s efficiency constant; 
⇒ Definitely lower price, because we avoid the high cost of stainless steel and its processing costs. 

• Anti-mould and germicide properties, making these     motors more suitable for aseptic environments than   stainless steel motors. 
• High resistance to abrasive wear. 
• High hardness. 
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     observe international norms for the hygiene of their products. In                             addition to that, the materials used in the manufacture of these new  motors are non-toxic and non-absorbent, so, in any given working environment, they don’t release  or retain any toxic contamination that they may have been in contact with.  
∗ Nickel Nickel Nickel Nickel ----    Free: Free: Free: Free:  while stainless steel contains Nickel, antibasterial motors don’t. As it is known, Nickel is dangerous for the human organism and more and more people are disocvering to be allergic to this substance. The innovative silver treatment avoids this problem. 
∗ Electrical performancesElectrical performancesElectrical performancesElectrical performances: the high thermal conductivity of this aluminium treated with silver, permits the motor to dissipate 10 times more heat than stainless steel. ANTIBACTERIAL MOTORSANTIBACTERIAL MOTORSANTIBACTERIAL MOTORSANTIBACTERIAL MOTORS will     therefore run much cooler than the equivalent power stainless steel motor. This is a multiple        advantage. Infact, working at lower temperatures guarantees a longer life of the components,    especially bearings. Lower temperatures result in reduced condensation which will reduce the    chance of wear and corrosion of internal components including bearings. In most applications, these motors are in view and macine operatives may come into contact with the motor’s surface, is        imperative to them that the motor does not burn. The fact that the motor remains cool, also enables to maintain a high electrical efficiency, while with a stainless steel motor the efficiency lowers.   
∗ Mechanical dimensions:Mechanical dimensions:Mechanical dimensions:Mechanical dimensions: the fact that the motor runs cooler and, especially, that it keeps a constant efficiency, it may allow use of a smaller motor size than the stainless steel equivalent for the same power.  

IP69K ANTIBACTERIAL MOTORS 

VALID ALTERNATIVE 

TO STAINLESS STEEL 

MOTORS 

 

NICKEL-FREE 

Basically, replacing stainless steel motors with these new motors, called ANTIBACTERIAL MOTORSANTIBACTERIAL MOTORSANTIBACTERIAL MOTORSANTIBACTERIAL MOTORS, gives several advantages in      variuos fields:  
∗ Safety and sterilitySafety and sterilitySafety and sterilitySafety and sterility: silver’s antibacterial properties allow  t h e motors to be used in close contact with food, preventing microbial contamination and somehow “disinfecting” the  food. For this reason, this solution is very interesting for those companies that have to  

∗ Economical advantageEconomical advantageEconomical advantageEconomical advantage: dimensions may be smaller, the price of the aluminium is lower than the price of the stainless steel, and the expensive stainless steel   processings costs are avoided. For all these reasons, the new motors with silver tratment are much cheaper than stainless steel motors and give the motor unique features.  
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IP69K ANTIBACTERIAL MOTORS 

  IE4 MOTORS -  Premium class efficiency 

2 POLES  V. 230/400/50  -  Different voltages upon request 

Type Power Speed Performance Current Power    

Factor 

Nominal            

Torque 

Star"ng 

Ra"o 

Star"ng   

Ra"o 

  Kw Rpm % IE4 A. Cos fi Nm Cs/Cn As/An 

M71 0.13 2850 66.5 0.37 0.77 0.43 4 7.56 

M71 0.18 2850 70.8 0.48 0.77 0.6 4.2 6.36 

M80 0.25 2850 74.3 0.62 0.76 0.84 4.15 6.92 

M80 0.37 2850 78.1 0.91 0.76 1.24 4.25 7.23 

M90 0.5 2850 81.5 1.1 0.82 1.67 4 7 

M90 0.75 2850 83.5 1.54 0.86 2.5 3.6 6.9 

M112 1.1 2870 85.2 2.32 0.81 3.66 5.22 8.27 

M112 1.5 2900 86.5 3.25 0.78 5 4.79 9.83 

4 POLES  V. 230/400/50  -  Different voltages upon request 

Type Power Speed Performance Current Power       

Factor 

Nominal      

Torque 

Star"ng      

Ra"o 

Star"ng      

Ra"o 

  Kw Rpm % IE4 A. Cos fi Nm Cs/Cn As/An 

M71 0.13 1400 69.8 0.38 0.73 0.88 3.55 6.4 

M71 0.18 1420 74.7 0.49 0.73 1.25 3.78 6.4 

M80 0.25 1450 77.9 0.66 0.73 1.66 4.5 7.6 

M80 0.37 1440 81.1 0.83 0.79 2.44 4.63 8.34 

M90 0.5 1450 83.9 1.25 0.7 3.3 5.04 8.34 

M90 0.75 1440 85.7 1.77 0.75 5 5.62 7.7 

M112 1.1 1430 87.2 2.24 0.81 7.34 3.84 7.08 

M112 1.5 1450 88.2 3 0.82 9.88 3.79 8.71 

6 POLES  V. 230/400/50  -  Different voltages upon request 

Type Power Speed Performance Current Power       

Factor 

Nominal      

Torque 

Star"ng      

Ra"o 

Star"ng       

Ra"o 

  Kw Rpm % IE4 A. Cos fi Nm Cs/Cn As/An 

M71 0.13 880 64.9 0.42 0.69 1.41 1.63 1.67 

M80 0.18 890 70.1 0.54 0.7 1.93 2.8 3.2 

M80 0.25 900 74.1 0.52 0.7 2.65 3.2 3.4 

M90 0.37 890 78 1.24 0.71 3.97 1.7 3.4 

M90 0.5 900 80.9 1.25 0.72 5.3 2.4 3.7 

M112 0.75 920 82.7 1.42 0.76 7.78 2.4 4.72 

M112 1.1 930 84.5 2.44 0.78 11.29 2.86 5.1 
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IP69K ANTIBACTERIAL MOTORS 

    

Legionella pneumopnhila Candida Albicans Staphylococcus aureus Salmonella typhimurium 

  

Escherichia coli Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

Carpanelli Motori Elettrici S.p.A.Carpanelli Motori Elettrici S.p.A.Carpanelli Motori Elettrici S.p.A.Carpanelli Motori Elettrici S.p.A.    Via 2 Agosto 1980, n°5 40016 San Giorgio di Piano  (Bo) Italy Tel.: +39 051 8902811 Email: sales@carpanelli.net 

CLEANING OF THE TREATED SURFACES: Surfaces treated with silver are sensitive to too acidic or too basic pH. Therefore, it is     suggested to clean the surfaces with neutral or barely aggressive washings, with pH between 4 and 9. In this way, resistance to corrosion and antibacteric properties are guaranteed. 

CLEANING, SAFETY 

AND EFFICIENCY 

GUARANTEED 


